Abstract In this study, robust Brown-Forsythe and robust Modified Brown-Forsythe ANOVA tests are proposed to take into consideration heteroscedastic and non-normality data sets with outliers. The non-normal data is assumed to be a two parameters Weibull distribution. Robust proposed tests are obtained by using robust mean and variance estimators based on median/M AD and median/Qn methods instead of maximum likelihood. The behaviors of the robust proposed and classical ANOVA tests are examined by simulation study. The results shows that the proposed robust tests have good performance especially in the presence of heteroscedasticity and contamination.
Introduction
The procedures to test equal means in the conventional analysis of variance (ANOVA) are based on assumptions of normality, independence, and equality of the error variances.
If the assumptions of normality and homogeneity of variances are invalid and also outliers are present, classical ANOVA does not give accurate results. The oneway ANOVA under the violation of assumptions has been studied extensively. To deal with non-normal data and/or heteroscedastic variances across groups, many alternatives such as Q, Welch, Brown-Forsythe and Modified Brown-Forsythe tests have been developed instead of classical ANOVA. The statistic Q has been extensively studied by many authors under a variety of assumptions. James (1951) and Welch (1951) derived improved approximations for the distribution of Q under the null hypothesis; these approximations are more accurate for small sample sizes of groups. A number of authors have discussed extensions of the Welch methods based on the use of robust estimators for the population location and scale parameters. Notable among these are the efforts of Wilcox (1995) , Wilcox (1997) , and the references contained in these papers. Kulinskaya & Dollinger (2007) consider three common robust estimators: Huber's proposed two estimators of location and scale, Hampel's M-estimator of location with scale estimated by the median absolute deviation (M AD), and the trimmed mean with scale estimated by the Winsorized standard deviation. In the presence of heteroscedasticity, the actual size of the ANOVA (which uses the F-test) can exceed the nominal level. The challenge of how to accurately compare independent heteroscedastic normal means of three or more groups is referred to as the generalized Behrens-Fisher problem. Various solutions to this problem have been proposed. In practice, some approximate procedures such as the weighted F, Welch, Brown Forsythe (BF ) and modified Brown Forsythe (M BF ) tests are widely used (cf. Gamage & Weerahandi 1998 , Welch 1951 , Brown & Forsythe 1974 . Weerahandi (1995) introduced a test using the notion of generalized p-value for comparing the means of k populations with unequal error variances. Senoglu (2005) and Senoglu (2007) obtained robust and efficient estimators of the parameters in the different factorial designs by using the methodology known as modified maximum likelihood (M M L) and proposed new test statistics based on M M L estimators to test the main effects and the interactions when the distribution of error terms is generalized logistic. In this paper we consider the problem of comparing the means of k populations not only with heteroscedastic variances and non-normality, but also with the outliers.
Normality is the one of the important assumptions of ANOVA. However, in the application normality assumption does not work for the real life data modeled by the exponential, Weibull or lognormal distributions; especially in the field of reliability, engineering and life sciences. The characteristics of these distributions can be explained by the Weibull distribution, which is also known as Extreme Value Type III minimum distribution. This has made it extremely popular in reliability engineering, biology and medicine. This distribution is the most commonly used distribution for modeling reliability data, because it represents a wide range of asymmetric distributions. Moreover, ANOVA cannot handle censored or interval data because of non-normality. The simplest possible lifetime distribution is exponential distribution. However, its constant hazard rate is improper and unrealistic in many cases. Gamma distribution is another candidate distribution for lifetimes. Nevertheless, distribution function or survival function of gamma distribution cannot be expressed in a closed form if the shape parameter is not an integer. It is in terms of an incomplete gamma function, that one needs to obtain the distribution function, survival function or the hazard rate by numerical integration. This makes gamma distribution a little unpopular compared to the Weibull distribution, which has a nice distribution function, survival function and hazard function Gupta & Kundu (2001) . It has been used in many different fields such as material science, engineering, physics, chemistry, meteorology,medicine, pharmacy, quality control, biology, geology, geography, economics and business.
The purpose of this study is to develop test statistics by using robust methods for the non-normal distribution with an outlier for the one-way ANOVA. For this reason the Weibull distribution with the parameters λ and β is discussed the most frequently encountered in the literature as a non-normal distribution. Robust estimators of Weibull distribution parameters are based on the median/median absolute deviation (median/M AD) and median/Q n methods. To test the hypothesis of equal means under the assumption of heteroscedastic variances the standard BF and M BF tests were proposed. To obtain these standard tests, the maximum likelihood (M L) mean and variance estimates are used. However, incase of the outliers these tests can exceed the nominal level. This is why we recommend replacing the M L mean and variance estimates with the robust estimates in the formulation of the tests. The equations from the robust tests are obtained by using the robust estimators of mean and variance based on median/M AD and median/Q n methods and tests are called Robust Brown-Forsythe (RBF ) and robust Modified Brown-Forsythe (RM BF ). The behavior of the developed robust tests is examined by simulation study.
The robust mean and variance estimations of Weibull distribution is one of the important subjects of this paper, since proposed robust tests are obtained based on these estimators. The mean and variance of a Weibull random variable are the functions of the parameters. Therefore, we consider robust estimators of Weibull distribution parameters that are the median/M AD proposed by Olive (2006) and the median/Q n proposed by Boudt, Caliskan & Croux (2011) . These are two robust estimator alternatives to the maximum likelihood estimator. In this paper they use the log-Weibull density as a location-scale family with location µ = log λ and scale σ = 1/β (see Boudt et al. 2011 ). An initial or auxiliary estimate of scale is frequently required in robust estimation. This paper usually uses the median absolute deviation M AD n = 1.4826med i |x i − med j x j |, because it has a simple explicit formula, needs little computation time, and is very robust as witnessed by its bounded influence function and its 50% breakdown point. However M AD n is aimed at symmetric distributions and it has a low (37%) Gaussian efficiency. Rousseeuw & Croux (1993) set out to construct explicit and 50% breakdown scale estimators that are more efficient. Rousseeuw & Croux (1993) considered the estimator Q n given by the 0.25 quantile of the distances |x i − x j |; i < j. The advantages of the Q n are that it does not need any location estimate and the Gaussian efficiency of Q n is 82%, Rousseeuw & Croux (1993) .
The remainder of our paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces robust and explicit estimators of the mean and variance of Weibull distribution. Section 3 explains the robust proposed test statistics. A numerical example is given in Section 4. To show the performance of proposed test statistics, a simulation study and the results are presented in Section 5. Finally, the last section summarizes the study's.
Robust Estimators
The density and cumulative distribution functions of Weibull distribution are given by
, the parameter λ is called the scale parameter. The parameter β is the shape parameter. The mean and variance of a Weibull random variable can be expressed as
As shown in equation (3) and equation (4), the mean and variance of a Weibull random variable are the functions of shape β and scale λ parameters of Weibull distribution. After obtaining robust parameters estimators, the robust mean and variance estimators of this distribution can be obtained. We consider robust estimators of Weibull distribution parameters that are median/M AD, proposed by Olive (2006) and median/Q n proposed by Boudt et al. (2011) . In the next Section 2.1. these robust location-scale estimators with be explained.
Location-Scale Estimators
The proposed robust estimators are based on the log-Weibull density which is a location-scale family with location µ = log λ and scale σ = 1/β. Estimation of Weibull parameters can thus be seen as an estimation problem of the location and scale of log x 1 , . . . , log x n . Olive (2006) presents the correction factors making these estimators consistent for the log-Weibull distribution. Olive (2006) proposed the standard location and scale estimators with a 50% breakdown point, which were the median and median absolute deviation
where x i ∼ W (λ, β) and y i = logx i have log-Weibull distribution. By using the location and scale estimators based on med/M AD given by (equation 5) and (equation 6), respectively, Boudt et al. (2011) proposed the med/M AD estimators of scale and shape parameters of Weibull distribution:
By considering robust med/M AD estimators given by equation (7) and equation (8), the med/M AD estimators of the mean and the variance of Weibull distribution are obtained as per the followinĝ
Q n scale-estimator is as a more efficient alternative and the the same breakdown point of 50%. Boudt et al. (2011) recommended estimating σ using the Q n scaleestimator proposed by Rousseeuw & Croux (1993) . It was given by Boudt et al. (2011) σ
where the last part is the lth ordered value among this set of n 2 values, where l = h 2 ≈ n 2 /4 with h = n/2 + 1. The correction factor 1.9577 ensures Fisher consistency. It equals the inverse of the 1/4 quantile of the distribution of the absolute difference between two log-Weibull random variables. These estimators are called med/Q n estimators for scale and shape parameters. By using the med/Q n location-scale estimators in equation (11) and equation (12), Boudt et al. (2011) proposed the robust scale and shape estimators of Weibull distribution based on med/Q nλ
By considering robust estimators in equation (13) and equation (14), the med/Q n mean and variance estimators of Weibull distribution are obtained as per the followingμ
In this study, to define the breakdown point of estimations, previous studies are taken into account, especially Boudt et al. (2011) . The breakdown point of the mean estimator and the variance estimator for Weibull distribution based on the proposed robust estimator are obtained a 50% as the breakdown of mean and variance depends on the the breakdown point of shape and scale estimators of the Weibull distribution.
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Robust BF and MBF ANOVA Tests
The ANOVA for non-normal data with heteroscedastic variance has been studied extensively. In the case of disruption of assumptions, instead of classical ANOVA, many tests have been developed such as BF and M BF . Brown & Forsythe (1974) proposed the BF test that can be shown by
whereμ i. ,σ i and n i denoted the M L estimator of the sample mean and variance and size for the ith k group, respectively,μ .. is the M L estimator of overall mean, and N = k i=1 n i . The BF test has a F k−1,v1 distribution with k − 1 and v 1 degrees of freedom. v 1 is defined as
Mehrotra (1997) proposed the M BF test given by
which is the same as the equation (17). But the M BF test has F v2,v1 distribution with v 2 and v 1 degrees of freedom. By using Mehrotra's (1997) approach the numerator degrees of freedom v 2 was defined as
In this study, two robust tests are proposed to test the equality of population means under the Weibull distribution. The proposed tests correspond to the standard BF and M BF test statistics in which the maximum likelihood mean and variance estimators are replaced with robust estimators. We propose using the RBF and RM BF tests based on the med/M AD and med/Q n mean and variance estimators of Weibull distribution. The RBF test is given by
whereμ ri. ,σ ri and n i denoted the robust estimators of mean and variance and size for the ith k group,μ r.. is the robust estimator of overall mean, and N = k i=1 n i . The RBF test has a F k−1,vr distribution with k − 1 and v r degrees of freedom. v r is defined as
The RM BF tests is given by
which is the same as the equation (21). But the RM BF test has a F vr2,vr distribution with v r2 and v r degrees of freedom. By using Mehrotra's (1997) approach the numerator degrees of freedom v r2 is defined as
In the above equations equation (21), equation (22), equation (23) and equation (24),μ ri. ,μ r.. ,σ ri robust mean and variance estimators are based on med/M AD and med/Q n methods.
A Numerical Example
As an example, three Weibull populations, each with a size of 5,000, are generated with shape the following and scale parameters: The shape parameter of the first population is 1.5 and the scale parameter is 1. With the second population, the shape parameter is 2.5 and the scale parameter is 1. The shape parameter of the third population is 3.5 and the scale parameter is 1. Supposing that three random samples with a size of 20 are taken from each Weibull population, the sample data are shown in Table 1 . The Weibull P-P plot for each sample of this data is presented in Figure 1 . The results show that each sample of data is Weibull. The Anderson-Darling test Anderson & Darling (1952) is used to test if a sample of data comes from a specific distribution. It is a modification of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test and gives more weight to the tails than the K-S test. The K-S test is distribution free in the sense that the critical values do not depend on the specific distribution being tested. Table 2 . Thus, these samples have been drawn from a Weibull population with estimated parameters that are given in Table 2 .
Weibull data are used to test the equality of the population means using ANOVA. We consider not only clean samples but also contaminated samples. To generate contaminated samples, 4 observations from each sample are randomly replaced with 100. The classical ANOVA, RBF and RGBF tests are obtained for 
Simulation Study
In the simulation study the reference distribution is W (1, β). The value of the shape parameters are selected, as in Table 4 , with respect to the different experimental designs we want to create. In this table for equal means, homogeneous variances EA, EB are used for a balanced sample size, EC, ED are used for an unbalanced sample size. For unequal means, heterogenous variances UA, UB are used for balanced sample size and UC, UD are used for an unbalanced sample size. As we mentioned, previously to generate data with equal means + homogeneous variances and unequal means + heterogenous variances, we just change the shape parameter of Weibull distribution. Since the mean and variance of the distribution have been changed with respect to the shape and scale of the parameters of the Weibull distribution, the creation of different experiment designs depends on the parameters of the distribution.
In this table
• Design EA: balanced sample size (n = 5) with equal means and homogenous variances,
• Design UA: balanced sample size (n = 5) with unequal means and heterogenous variances,
• Design EB: balanced sample size (n = 10) with equal means and homogenous variances,
• Design UB: balanced sample size (n = 10) with unequal means and heterogenous variances,
• Design EC: unbalanced sample size (n = 5, 10, 15) with equal means and homogenous variances,
• Design UC: unbalanced sample size (n = 5, 10, 15) with unequal means and heterogenous variances,
• Design ED: unbalanced sample size (n = 10, 20, 30) with equal means and homogenous variances,
• Design UD: unbalanced sample size (n = 10, 20, 30) with unequal means and heterogenous variances. Table 4 : Experimental designs for k = 3, k = 6 and k = 9. 5 5 5 5 β 1.5 2 2.5 1.5 2 2.5 1.5 2 2.5 1.5 2 2.5 1.5 2 2.5 1.5 2 2.5 EB ni 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 β 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 UB ni 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 β 1.5 2 2.5 1.5 2 2.5 1.5 2 2.5 1.5 2 2.5 1.5 2 2. The simulation experiment stork with k = 3 groups. The balanced and unbalanced sample sizes with homogenous and heterogeneous variances are considered. To see the effect of the number of groups, k, on the level of the tests, we replicated the experiment for k = 3 groups two and three times to provide the simulation experiment for k = 6 and k = 9 groups, respectively. By using the proposed estimators med/M AD and med/Q n the Type I errors of the robust test statistics and classical ANOVA are obtained with 10,000 repetitions. Four different models are discussed below to test the behaviors of the tests, when the model is deteriorated and in the presence of outliers. In models the response variable is assumed to have a Weibull distribution. The models for simulation study are: orm(0, 1)) .
M * 100 value with respect to the classical F , RBF and RM BF tests with 10.000 repetitions. In this equation F Hi indicates the calculated tests and F Ti indicates the F table value at the significant of 5% for the ith simulation, so the desirable value of τ is close to τ ∼ = 5.
The results of τ values for experimental design EA with equal means and homogeneous variances are given in Table 5 . While the classical ANOVA does not deteriorate for the clean model (model 1), it badly deteriorates for the contaminated model. When RM BF based on med/M AD has good performs well for a mixture model, RBF based on med/M AD gives desirable results for contaminated model. As can be seen in this table, the RBF test based on med/Q n only works for the clean and Dixon models for k = 3. Robust tests based on med/Q n do not work for k = 6, 9. The results of τ for experimental design UA are given in Table 5 . For the balanced small sample size of each group the classical ANOVA test does not deteriorate, and in terms of type I error it gives the optimal result. Because the observation number is small so it does not effect the results. The classical ANOVA is only deteriorated in the case of contamination. The contaminated model RM BF test based on med/M AD gives the optimal results, which are close to 5. The RBF test based on med/M AD can be used as an alternative to RM BF. For the Dixon and mixture models RBF and RM BF based on med/Q n perform well for k = 3. However, for k = 9 only the performance of RM BF test based on med/Q n is good for the clean and Dixon models. The mixture model M BF test based on med/Q n can be used for k = 3, 6.
The results of τ values for experimental design EB with equal means and homogeneous variances are given in Table 6 . The classical ANOVA badly deteriorates for contaminated model especially for k = 9. When RM BF based on med/M AD performs well for mixture and contaminated models, RBF based on med/Q n gives desirable results for the Dixon model. The results of τ for experimental design UB are given in Table 6 . It can be seen that classical ANOVA is deteriorated especially in the contamination case. The RM BF test based on med/M AD can be used for mixture and contaminated models for k = 3, 6, 9. The RM BF test statistic based on med/Q n is desirable for clean and Dixon models for k = 3, 6. The optimal test statistic for the mixture model is RBF. RBF is based on med/Q n for k = 3, 6, 9.
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Derya Karagöz & Tülay Saraçbaşı The results of τ values for experimental design EC with equal means and homogeneous variances are given in Table 7 . The classical ANOVA badly deteriorates especially for contaminated model. When RM BF based on med/M AD performs well for mixture and contaminated models, RBF based on med/Q n gives desirable results for the mixture model. The results of τ for experimental design UC are given in Table 7 . In this table the classical ANOVA is deteriorated for all methods. When RM BF based on med/Q n perform well for the Dixon model for k = 6, 9, RM BF based on based on med /M AD can be used in contaminated models. When the number of groups is big, the type I error of the RM BF test statistic based on the med/Q n method is not at a desirable level in the contaminated model, doe to a large amount of deterioration in the sample. The results of τ values for experimental design ED with equal means and homogeneous variances are given in Table 8 . The classical ANOVA badly deteriorates especially for the contaminated model. When RM BF based on med/Q n works well for the mixture model, RBF based on med/Q n gives desirable results for contaminated models. Robust tests based on med/M AD do not work in the case of big size unbalanced samples. The results of τ for experimental design UD are given in Table 8 . In this experimental design, while proposed test statistics based on med/M AD do not work, the RBF test based on med/Q n gives desirable results in contaminated models. The RM BF test based on med/Q n can be used in mixture model.
Conclusion
ANOVA is one of the most commonly used models in many fields such as medicine, engineering, psychology, sociology, etc. In general, the main interest of this paper was testing the homogeneity of group means using the classical ANOVA, which uses the F-test statistic. One-way ANOVA is based on assuming the normality of the observations and the homogeneity of group variances. If the assumptions of normality and homogeneity of variances are invalid and there are also outliers are present, classical ANOVA does not give accurate results. Therefore, test statistics based on robust methods should be used instead of the classical ANOVA.
The aim of this paper was to test the equality of population means of groups under heteroscedasticity for contaminated Weibull distribution in the one-way ANOVA. To deal with non-normal contaminated data and heteroscedastic variances across groups, RBF and RM BF tests were developed by utilizing robust mean and variance estimators, which are also proposed. Robust proposed estimators and tests are obtained by using robust med/M AD and med/Q n estimators instead of maximum likelihood estimators. The behaviors of the robust tests that were developed are examined in terms of the type I-errors via a Monte-Carlo simulation study. In the simulation study, various experimental designs are considered such as balanced and unbalanced sample sizes for k = 3, 6, 9 groups with homogenous and heterogeneous variances. The type I errors of the improved robust tests and classical ANOVA under the Weibull distribution were obtained. In terms of homogenous experimental designs: While the classical ANOVA did not deteriorate for clean models (model 1), it badly deteriorates for contaminated models. When RM BF based on med/M AD performs well for mixture models, RBF based on med/M AD gives desirable results for contaminated models. While robust tests work well for balanced samples, especially for contaminated models, robust tests based on med/M AD do not work in the case of large-size unbalanced samples. In terms of heterogeneous experimental designs: The performance of the RM BF based on med/Q n is the best for mixed models. Also, RBF based on med/Q n is an alternative to this test statistic. In unbalanced experimental designs, classical ANOVA badly deteriorates, especially for contaminated models.
